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“ALC Design Award” is to honor papers that is excellent design contents with creative new viewpoint,
using light as its element.
1. Target article
The Design Award covers excellent contents for lighting design such as directing of space or
environment by light and design of light source or equipment.
The lighting design is as follows, not including survey or classification of design.
〇Planning or implementation of space, environment and art created using light. (Architectural lighting,
Landscape lighting, Entertainment lighting, CG with light effects taken into account and so on.)
〇Planning or implementation of the excellent lighting environment and facility in design that effectively
use energy. (Lighting plan or design method considering energy conservation, application of daylight
using effect and so on.)
〇Planning or production for excellent design luminaires with harmonized function, performance, shape
and color. (Design of luminaires with superior performance such as light distribution characteristics,
efficiency, shape or excellent design and so on.)
2. Selection criteria
〇At the time of registration, the ALC Design Award has been selected out of the two choices "ALC
Paper Award" and "ALC Design Award" in the field to be reviewed.
〇To have design contents with creative new viewpoint, using light as its element.
〇Be in compliance with the laws and regulations of the country or region where the lighting design was
planned or implemented.
〇Do not infringe other patents, designs and intellectual property rights.
3. Points of Reviewing
〇We will review from the viewpoints of originality, inventive step, impression, sociality, economic
efficiency and so on.
4. Reviewing method
〇The Design Committee of ALC is established in each of CJK, and we will review papers submitted in
each country based on submitted papers and presentation content as well as “ALC paper Awards”.
〇Papers submitted from other than CJK will be subject to review by the conference host country of that
year along with those of their own country.
〇The Reviewing is done by scoring, and the design committee of each country determines each
standard.
〇Each country's design committee will recommend the best one to the organizing committee as a
Design Award candidate after the reviewing.
5. Awarding
〇After approval of the recommended items by the ALC Organizing Committee, 3 papers will be honored
as “ALC Design Award”.

